3 important jobs – with one electric lift

**Gurney transport**
Light weight, easy to roll. Turns in tight spaces.

**Treatment table**
Adjustable height. Use anywhere. IV pole drops into sockets.

**Curbside transport**
Electric lift for easier patient handling. Pull-out handle for controlled steering.

**Lift off stretchers**
For transport and treatment. Radiolucent.

**New... VERSA-LIFT™ with Quick-Lock Central Locking Brakes**
One lever locks/unlocks all 4 casters. No more locking/unlocking each caster. 2 foot pedals – one on each side. Saves time. Safer. 300 pound patient capacity. Order Model 50705.
Safer for patients and staff

3-way... Electric Lift, Gurney, Treatment Table

**Heavy-duty**
All-welded steel.

**Lift-off Stretchers**
Move patients to tables, cages, x-rays.

**Rechargeable**
2 weeks between charges typically.

**Pull-out Handle**
For curbside transport.

**Large Casters**
Easy to roll. Locking.

**Light weight**
Rolls easily.

**Foot Switch**

**Electric Lift**
Full-range height adjustment.

**Steering Handles**
Turns easily in tight spaces.

**2 Lift-off Stretchers**
A removable Stretcher top is securely held by 4 posts but can be quickly lifted off for moving patients from the Versa-Lift to x-ray tables, cages or recovery mats. The 2-person stretcher prevents back strain, complies with safety standards. Speeds up patient handling. Two interchangeably stretchers are furnished.

**Hard Stretcher**

**Soft Stretcher**

**Versatile**
The Olympic Versa-Lift will save you time and labor every day. This mobile electric lift combines three useful pieces of equipment – for the price of one. Quickly pays for itself.

**Patient transport**
Easy to roll and steer. Light-weight – just 68 pounds, less than half the weight of most electric gurneys. Moves patient quickly from one department to another. Saves time.

**Patient transfer**
The lift-off stretcher makes transferring patients from the Versa-Lift to tables and cages faster and safer.

**Treatment/Exam Table**
The Versa-Lift is also a comfortable, height-adjustable treatment table that can be used anywhere needed. IV pole fits into sockets on table.

**Protects against back injury**
No more lifting heavy dogs. The height adjusts from near floor to 40" with electric lift. Complies with ergonomic standards.

**Curbside pick-up**
The Versa-lift is sturdily built for outdoor use. The electric lift with removable stretcher makes extracting injured animals from cars easier, safer. Then just roll the patient into the hospital. For low-boy transport use pull-out handle.

**Improves patient care**
Compromised patients are no longer subjected to traumatic lifting and handling. Injured patients can be immobilized on the hard stretcher.

**Full-range lift**
Adjusts smoothly from near floor to 40". Capacity, 250 pounds. Fast recharging and typically 2 weeks between charges.

**Saves floor space**
One piece of equipment with 3 functions.

---

**Order from your distributor**

**Olympic Versa-Lift**, complete with IV Pole, Pull-out Handle, Hard and Soft Stretchers. .............................. Model 50701

**Olympic Versa-Lift with Quick-Lock Caster System**, complete with IV Pole, Hard and Soft Stretchers, Pullout Handle, 2 Foot Switches, 300 pound capacity ..... Model 50705


**Headrest Extender**, drops into sockets at end of the table. Extends overall table length to 60" .................... Model 50781

- 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
  - Fully assembled. Made in USA.
  - Immediate shipment. In stock.